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Single‑shot electron radiography 
using a laser–plasma accelerator
G. Bruhaug 1*, M. S. Freeman 2, H. G. Rinderknecht 1, L. P. Neukirch 2, C. H. Wilde 2, 
F. E. Merrill 2, J. R. Rygg 1, M. S. Wei 1, G. W. Collins 1 & J. L. Shaw 1

Contact and projection electron radiography of static targets was demonstrated using a laser–plasma 
accelerator driven by a kilojoule, picosecond‑class laser as a source of relativistic electrons with an 
average energy of 20 MeV. Objects with areal densities as high as 7.7 g/cm2 were probed in materials 
ranging from plastic to tungsten, and radiographs with resolution as good as 90 μm were produced. 
The effects of electric fields produced by the laser ablation of the radiography objects were observed 
and are well described by an analytic expression relating imaging magnification change to electric‑
field strength.

Understanding high-energy–density (HED) plasmas, inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions, and 
laser–plasma interactions (LPI’s) at large research facilities such as the OMEGA laser at the Laboratory for 
Laser Energetics (LLE), Laser Mégajoule at Commissariat à l’énergie atomique, the Z-machine at Sandia National 
Laboratories, and the National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is important for 
mitigating the factors prohibiting ignition in the search for a sustainable fusion energy  source1, as well as to better 
understand other fundamental and radiation-driven physics. It is extremely difficult to characterize these events, 
which occur on a very small spatial scale (millimeter to micrometer) and very fast time scale (microsecond to 
picosecond), requiring a variety of diagnostic techniques that are constantly evolving.

To investigate the physical structure of compressed targets, laser-generated X-ray2,3 or proton  radiography4–7 
is typically used, with protons providing the extra feature of electromagnetic-field sensitivity. Although X-ray and 
proton probes are the standard laser-generated diagnostic, there is another laser-generated probe that has seen 
little use, namely, relativistic electrons. Small-scale HED research facilities have performed electron radiography 
of ultrafast laser–plasma  interactions7–12, but this capability has never before been extended to kilojoule- or 
megajoule-class laser facilities. The work presented in this manuscript builds upon previous electron radiography 
(eRad) work using radio-frequency (rf) linear  accelerators10,13–15 and small-scale  lasers7–9,11,12,16,17 and extends 
it to kilojoule-class facilities using the already available picosecond lasers for electron-beam generation via 
laser–plasma acceleration (LPA)18,19.

Here, we report the first single-shot eRad images using an electron beam from a kilojoule-class LPA. Both 
contact and projection radiographs were obtained of static targets in materials ranging from plastic to tungsten, 
and resolutions as good as 90 μm were achieved. This work lays the foundation for future electron radiography 
of laser-driven targets at kilojoule- and megajoule-class facilities.

Background
Rf-powered linear accelerators generate monochromatic, low-emittance electron beams suitable for high-quality 
electron  radiography10,13–15. Such systems, however, are rarely available at the same facilities as large HED drivers 
and cannot easily be installed for experiments because of cost and space constraints. Often these HED facilities 
have picosecond lasers available such as OMEGA EP, NIF-ARC (National Ignition Facility Advanced Radio-
graph Capability), PETAL, and Z-Petawatt lasers, which can be used for the efficient generation of relativistic 
electron beams via LPA  techniques18. This method allows for electron beams to be generated for radiography 
without needing to add a rf linear accelerator to an HED facility. A laser-driven eRad system also possesses the 
temporal characteristics that could make for an ideal diagnostic of other picosecond-scale  processes7–9,11,12 for 
which linear accelerators do not typically provide equivalent instantaneous electron flux and may suffer signal-
to-noise ratio issues.

Electron radiography provides a complementary probe to existing X-ray and proton radiography techniques. 
Laser-generated electrons are able to penetrate more material than laser-generated protons at the available ener-
gies, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, a laser-generated proton of 15 MeV will be fully stopped by ~ 2 mm of plastic 
at standard density and temperature, while a 15-MeV electron will require multiple centimeters of plastic to be 
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fully  stopped20. Far more electrons of similar energy or higher will also be generated for given laser conditions, 
providing a further advantage to laser-generated electrons over  protons5,18.

Typical mean/maximum probe energies generated on OMEGA-EP are 20/200 MeV for electrons, 15/60 MeV 
for protons and 8/100 keV for X-rays2,3,18,22–24. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that relativistic electrons are the most pen-
etrating probes able to be generated with currently available lasers at HED  facilities2,3,18,22–24. This penetration 
capability is crucial for radiographing targets at extreme densities, such as those used for ICF  experiments25–27. 
Megavolt-scale X rays can have similar penetrative capabilities to that of relativistic  electrons3 but are typically 
generated by first generating relativistic electrons of a much higher energy. Thus, more electrons can be sent to the 
target for the same laser input power verses Megavolt-scale X rays, and the signal-to-noise ratio can potentially 
be increased for the same experimental parameters.

Relativistic electrons are more sensitive to deflection by electric and magnetic fields for a given energy than 
protons, but have a higher ratio of electric to magnetic field sensitivity. The higher ratio of the magnetic- versus 
electric-field deflection sensitivity makes laser- generated electrons an excellent complement to laser protons 
for radiography of electromagnetic fields. This can be seen by comparing the magnetic rigidity Bρ ≡ B (dx/dθ) 
(the resistance of a charged particle to deflection from a magnetic field) to the equivalent electric-field deflection 
resistance Eρ ≡ E (dx/dθ) (“electric rigidity”), where B and E are the magnetic and electric fields and dx and dθ 
are change in position and angle,  respectively28–30. Deriving in the limit of small deflections, the magnetic and 
electric rigidity are

and

The units for magnetic rigidity are Tesla meters per radians and the input is relativistic momentum p and 
charge q of the particle in  question28,30. Electric rigidity depends on the particle momentum p, the particle 
mass m, the particle charge q, the velocity fraction of light speed β, and the speed of light c. The units of electric 
rigidity are volt-meter/meter per radian (in the present case, megavolt-meter/meter per radian is appropriate). 
The radian term is conventionally dropped when discussing magnetic  rigidity28,30 and will also be dropped for 
the remainder of the paper for electric rigidity as well. Figure 2 shows a comparison of magnetic and electric 
rigidity for both protons and relativistic electrons with notable electron and proton energies from various laser 
and rf  sources31 included. Energies up to 1 GeV are shown corresponding to today’s high-performing electron 
LPA’s23,32 and large proton  LINACs31. LPA-generated electron beams are regularly created with energies as low as 
a few  MeV33 and as high as ~ 8  GeV18,23,34. This capability for large variation in energy makes for a customizable 
radiography tool that can provide insight into a wide variety of targets at areal densities ranging from mg/cm2 
to many g/cm2, integrated magnetic fields from 4.9 ×  10−3 to 28 T-m, and integrated electric fields from 0.9 to 
1000 MV-m/m based on the above variation in electron energy.

(1)Bρ =
p

q
,

(2)Eρ =
pcβ

q
.

Figure 1.  Areal density needed for a factor of 1/e reduction in particle flux versus atomic number (Z) for 
average, mid-scale, and high-probe-energy laser-driven electron, X-ray, and proton probes. Charged-particle 
ranges are determined via continuous slowing-down approximation, while X-ray ranges were determined with 
mass attenuation  coefficients20,21.
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Relativistic electron radiography makes a great complement to proton radiography for laser-plasma experi-
ments because of the much larger ratio of electric to magnetic rigidity compared to available protons at HED 
 facilities4–6,22,31. The peak electron energies  available18,23,32 also have a higher electric rigidity than the peak proton 
energies available at HED  facilities4–7. With eRad, suspected fields can be probed with an entirely different type 
of charged-particle probe, confirming or disproving theories about field type and strength.

The sensitivity of relativistic electrons to magnetic fields also provides for the option to use magnetic optics to 
improve resolution. Without the use of magnetic optics, charged-particle radiography is limited to the inherent 
resolution of the source size combined with the scatter-induced object blur and any imaging system resolution 
limits. Resolutions as low as 8.8 μm have been seen in previous eRad experiments with magnetic  optics14, and 
potentially ~ 0.06 μm with further  refinement13.

For radiography objects much smaller than the radiation length (the characteristic amount of material that 
a given charged particle can traverse before losing 1/e of its energy)35, the resolution will be dominated by the 
size of the source of  particles13. This limitation is also commonly seen in laser proton radiography experiments 
and provides resolutions comparable to the drive laser spot size of several μm36. If the target is thick enough to 
provide multiple scatters of the source particles, then the radiography resolution becomes dominated by scatter-
based blurring. Optimal electron radiography occurs near 1/10th of a radiation length, while ~ 1/2 of a radiation 
length ends up absorbing nearly all of the probing  radiation13. The theoretical resolution of electron radiography 
can be modeled with the following analytic  equations37:

(3)Resolution =

√

x2 + ip2 + s2,

(4)x =

√

d

γM
h16πNZ(Z + 1)r2e ln

(

204/Z0.33
)

/γ 2β4,

(5)ip =
�I

M
,

Figure 2.  (a) Magnetic and electric rigidity of protons and relativistic electrons up to 1 GeV. (b) The ratio of 
rigidities for selected laser-driven proton and relativistic electron sources, with a focus on OMEGA EP because 
of its common use as a proton source for HED and LPI experiments.
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and

Theoretical resolution is determined by adding the contributions of electron scattering (x), image plate (or 
other imaging system) resolution (ip) and source size (s) in quadrature in Eq. (3). Scatter-based blur is determined 
by Eq. (4), where d is the drift distance from the radiography target to the imaging plane, M is the magnification 
of the image, h is the thickness of the target, N is the number density of the material, Z is the atomic number, 
re is the classical electron radius, and γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor. Equation (5) provides for imaging-
system–induced blur with ΔI being the imaging system resolution in the image plane and M is the magnification 
of the object as before. Source resolution is then determined with Eq. (6) with ΔS being the size of the source 
and M is the magnification of the object.

These equations do not account for particle energy spread or bremsstrahlung-induced background, which 
have both been found to affect the resolution during eRad  experiments14. The use of magnetic optics can mitigate 
the blur over a limited energy band by focusing the scattering particles onto a focal plane as well as eliminat-
ing blur associated with geometric and magnification effects. Particles outside of the focal energy range can be 
eliminated through the use of an energy collimator within a bending magnet and the lowest energy particles 
absorbed with filters, which also has the effect of bending the charged-particle focal plane outside of the line of 
sight of the unwanted bremsstrahlung radiation generated by the electron–target  interaction13.

Experimental setup
The experiments were performed using the OMEGA EP laser, which has a central wavelength of 1054 nm and 
a pulse duration of 700 ± 100 fs. The laser was spatially apodized from the typical f/2 geometry to f/5 to improve 
the focal quality and increase the Rayleigh length. Laser pulse energy was varied between 25 and 120 J and the 
R80 spot size (the radius of the area containing 80% of the laser energy) varied in the range 13.9 to 16.2 μm. The 
laser was focused 500 μm inside a Mach-5 gas jet produced by a 6-mm nozzle with gas pressures ranging from 
80 to 350 psi. This configuration has been found to produce a polychromatic, microcoulomb-class electron beam 
with a mean energy of 20 MeV± 5 with some extreme outliers at ± 10  MeV18. Several measured samples of the 
electron energy spectra can been in Supplementary Appendix A.

The experiment was performed in two different configurations: a contact eRad configuration and a projection 
eRad configuration. For the contact configuration (Fig. 3a), radiography test objects were placed in a detector 
stack consisting of 12.5-μm Al shielding, two MS image plates (IP’s), and the radiography test objects (Fig. 3b), 
followed by an additional MS image plate. The detector pack was held at a distance of 56 cm from the laser focus 
in front of an electron–positron–proton spectrometer (EPPS)38. The image plates in front of the radiography test 
objects are used to measure the nonuniform transverse electron beam profile, which could then be subtracted 
from the radiograph to flatten the image for  clarity39. The radiography test objects contained a series of steps 
ranging in thickness from 0.571 ± 0.127 to 4.000 ± 0.127 mm in 0.571 ± 0.127-mm steps Each step thickness 
contained a series of holes with diameters ranging from 1.270 ± 0.076 to 2.540 ± 0.076 mm. The target design was 
chosen to provide a variety of features to measure the radiographic performance of the LPA electron beam in 
contact radiography geometry. Six different materials were radiographed: Cu (110 series), Sn, Al (1100 series), 
W (MT-17C), Ti, and stainless-steel 304L, covering a wide range of Z numbers and densities.

For the projection radiography experiments shown in Fig. 3c, radiography test objects (Fig. 3d) were placed 
14.2 mm from laser focus and mounted on silicon carbide stalks. Note that the majority of the drive laser 
energy is transmitted through the gas jet and impacts the projection radiography object. It is estimated that ~ 20 
to ~ 100 J of laser energy at intensities of ~ 3 ×  1014 to ~ 1 ×  1015 W/cm2 impacted the radiography test objects with 
the laser beam head arriving ~ 45 fs before the head of the electron  beam40 and the remaining laser overlapping 
the electron beam. The laser then drives electric fields of the order of ~ 1 GV/m in the plasma sheath generated 
on the front face of the object. The electron beam was imaged via two stacked image plates wrapped in 25-μm 
aluminum foil placed in a near target arm (NTA) and varying in imaging distance from 3.58 to 33.58 cm from 
the radiography test object.

These radiography test objects were much smaller and thinner than the contact radiography test objects 
because of debris concerns for the laser optics. These smaller and thinner test objects are much more realistic 
stand-ins for future laser-driven HED targets and were made of the same W, Cu, Ti as above as well as solution-
cast polystyrene to cover a wide range of target Z and density options. The radiography objects had thicknesses 
ranging from 0.125 ± 0.012 to 0.375 ± 0.037 mm, areal densities ranging from 0.025 to 0.713 g/cm2 and hole 
sizes ranging from 0.25 ± 0.03 to 0.5 ± 0.03 mm (Fig. 3d). The radiation lengths, radiographed thicknesses, and 
optimal radiation lengths (~ 10% of a full radiation length) for all materials radiographed in these experiments 
are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that the lowest Z projection and contact radiograph objects are nowhere near a radiation 
length, or even a significant fraction of one, which will result in very little scattering. However, the W projection 
radiography objects are already effectively at an optimum thickness for scatter-dominated radiography and the 
W contact radiography object achieves a full radiation length at the thickest. Thus, little electron transmission 
can be expected through the thickest tungsten objects, while the thinnest polystyrene objects will be expected 
to barely scatter any electrons at all.

(6)s = �s
M − 1

M
.
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Figure 3.  (a) Experimental setup for contact LPA eRad using radiography test objects, (b) placed directly onto 
image plates and (c) projection LPA eRad using 2-mm-diam radiography test objects, (d) offset from the image 
plates by distances ranging from 3.58 to 33.58 cm.

Figure 4.  Radiation  length35 and optimal radiography  length13 for all materials radiographed with the OMEGA 
EP LPA electron beam.
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Results and discussion
In both configurations, resolution is repeatedly measured by fitting an error function to a box out taken over 
edges and features of  interest39. Total object sizes are then measured to check for magnification errors. Error 
in measurements is derived via repeated measurements of the same section and then the standard deviation of 
these measurements used.

Figure 5 shows that the resolution in the contact eRad configuration degraded with increasing thickness and 
Z number of radiography target in rough agreement with the theoretical predictions, although there were outli-
ers in the thinner tungsten sections. The poor fit of the theoretical prediction with the thinner tungsten sections 
can be explained via bremsstrahlung blurring, where the X-rays generated from the electrons interacting with 
the target decrease the signal-to-noise ratio and increase the effective source size due to their cone of emission. 
Mid- to high-Z materials in this thickness range are considered ideal electron beam bremsstrahlung convertors 
for X-ray production for  applications41,42 and thus the blurring will be worse. Thicker sections will self-absorb 
the bremsstrahlung and trend toward the idealized predictions from Eqs. (3)–(6), as seen by the relatively good 
fits with the thickest tungsten sections. This is further supported by the much better theoretical fit with the 
aluminum sections, which had minimal bremsstrahlung production. Bremsstrahlung blurring has motivated 
the use of magnetic optics to separate out the electrons from the X-ray source in previous eRad  experiments13.

The drift distance was taken to be the radiography object thickness at the point of measurement with a 
magnification of 1 using Eqs. (3)–(6) for calculating theoretical resolution. Image plate pixel size is taken to 
be ~ 100 μm43 and the source size is taken to be that of the laser, which ranged from 13.9 to 16.2 μm.

The effect of radiography object Z number on projection radiography was tested, as seen in Fig. 6. All radi-
ography objects were imaged with the NTA 6.58 cm from the object and 8 cm from the laser focal point. The 
electron beam is assumed to be born from the exit of the gas jet and is treated as a point source equal in size to 
the laser focal spot. For theoretical calculations of resolution, source size and pixel size were the same as above, 
but magnification was 5.3 and object thickness taken to be the average of 0.3125 mm for the radiography object. 
The resolution was found to be insensitive to the radiography test object Z number.

This response is promising for future use as a radiography platform for laser-driven targets but does not match 
theoretical expectations from Eqs. (3)–(6), which predict a roughly linear relationship with radiography test 
object Z for the same object thickness (Fig. 6). It should be noted that the objects vary over an order of magnitude 
in areal density as the Z number increases. This flat response with Z could be caused by electron-plasma–induced 
blur from the drive laser generating a surface plasma on the front face of the radiography test object or from 
the above-mentioned bremsstrahlung blurring dominating over the minimal scatter of the electrons that would 
happen in such low density, low-Z objects.

To test the radiographic capabilities of the projection configuration at different imaging distances, repeat 
radiographs of a tungsten radiography test object were performed with the image plate pack placed at 3.58, 6.58, 
22.08 and 33.58 cm from the radiography test object (Fig. 7). Theoretical resolution was calculated using the same 
source size, pixel size and object thickness as for Fig. 6, but now with varying magnifications. The resolution held 
roughly constant with imaging distance, indicating that resolution is limited by scattering rather than by source 
size and that gains in resolution can only be had with the inclusion of magnetic optics. Although the exact resolu-
tions were not well predicted by the theoretical predictions, the general trend was captured. As imaging distance 
increases, the magnification increases, which improves resolution. This improvement is countered, however, by 
the increased distances allowing the scattered electrons to undergo further displacement and thus increasing the 

Figure 5.  Resolution of contact radiography test object versus target thickness. Theoretical predictions based 
on Eqs. (3)–(6) for the tungsten and aluminum objects are included to guide the eye at the extremes of contact 
radiography test object Z numbers.
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imaging blur, degrading the resolution of the image. This is the primary motivation for the addition of magnetic 
optics in charged-particle radiography schemes as the large angle scattered particles are removed from the image 
and the small angle scatters are refocused back onto the imaging  plane13. Bremsstrahlung blurring can also be 
avoided by imaging the beam outside of the direct line of sight of the radiography target using dipole magnets. 
In this case, no such optics were used and, as such, the resolution remains limited to 90 μm in the best radio-
graphs with W radiography objects and the NTA placed 3.58 cm from the radiography object as seen in Fig. 7.

An additional phenomenon of interest was seen with projection radiography during analysis. The measured 
magnification of the image is persistently ~ 1.5× smaller than would be expected from the distance between the 
source, target, and image plate. We conjecture that electrostatic focusing from laser-plasma generated fields 
on the front face of the radiography object is the cause of this discrepancy. Laser-generated fields of the order 
of ~ 1 GV/m have been reported at similar laser intensities as are generated on the front face of the radiogra-
phy  objects4,44–47 and G4 Beamline  simulations48 indicate similar changes in image magnification at similar 

Figure 6.  Resolution in the object plane versus atomic number (Z) of the target material for the projection 
configuration when the image plate was 8 cm from the location of the best laser focus. Theoretical predictions 
are calculated using Eq. (3). Each data point has the radiograph recorded on the image plate next to it.

Figure 7.  Resolution in the object plane versus imaging distance for tungsten projection radiography objects. 
Theoretical predictions are calculated using Eq. (3). Each data point has the radiograph recorded on the image 
plate next to it.
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electric-field strengths. Using the concept of electrostatic rigidity (Eq. 2), we can derive an analytic estimate for 
the electric field corresponding to the observed deflection, which is given by Eq. (7). Full details of this derivation 
are included in Appendix B and representative simulations results in Supplementary Appendix C.

Here, R and and R′ are the expected and measured size of the radiography target, respectively, while r is the 
original size of the object being analyzed. Object radius is r, while y and x are the distance from the source to 
the image plane and target to the image plane, respectively. The variables p, q, and β are the same relativistic and 
particle specific terms from Eq. (2) and δx is the assumed field length. Note that changes in the assumed field 
length drastically change the predicted electric field. This equation does not account for the gradients actually 
expected in the plasma-generated electric  fields4,44–47 and an average field is assumed for a given distance. Assum-
ing a weighted average electron energy of 20 MeV ± 518, a field length of 0.3 mm (an average length of the target) 
for δx , and using the experimental parameters for each shot taken, an estimate of the required electric field can 
be made and was found to average ~ 3 GV/m. For reference, this is roughly 3% of the anticipated peak laser elec-
tric field on target. The estimate is highly dependent on assumed field length and lack of electric field gradients; 
however, it is useful for an initial estimate of order of magnitude. Comparably short (~ 100 fs) timescales with 
 1014–1015 W/cm2 intensity have not been a typical parameter range for experiments or simulations of electric field 
generation in laser-driven targets, which have usually focused on longer  timescales4 or higher  intensities44–47. 
Future work is needed to better quantify sheath field formation under these conditions. The estimated electric 
fields are plotted versus laser energy in Fig. 8.

Estimated electric field increased roughly linearly with laser energy on target within a specific intensity range, 
as expected by previous studies on the  topic44–47. These results cover a wide range of materials, which can help to 
explain the variations in measured electric field for a given laser energy. The analytic method derived here can 
be used to estimate large-scale electric fields in future laser-driven experiments and is applicable to all forms of 
charged-particle radiography.

Conclusion and future work
An eRad platform based on an LPA driven by a kilojoule, picosecond-class laser was tested on a wide variety 
of targets and imaging configurations. Resolutions as good as 90 μm were seen for projection radiography with 
a magnification of 3.61. Imaging resolution degraded with thickness of the target material and with Z number 
of the material as expected. Increased magnification did not improve resolution, indicating that resolution is 
limited by scattering rather than by source size. This motivates the addition of magnetic optics and collimators 
on future experiments to mitigate angular blur and improve resolution. Electric fields from laser irradiation of 
the radiography target were also measured, and an analytic equation derived to estimate electric fields from the 
change in magnification of the image. Future experiments will radiograph a wide variety of laser-driven targets 
to measure electric- and magnetic-field generation in laser–solid interactions and strongly shocked materials 
for ICF and HED applications.
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Figure 8.  Estimated electric field to cause magnification change versus laser-drive energy used in the 
experiment.
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Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other finding of this study are available from the corre-
sponding author upon reasonable request.
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